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A B S T R A C T 

Asymmetry in the spatially integrated, 1D H I global profiles of galaxies can inform us on both internal (e.g. outflows) and external 
(e.g. mergers, tidal interactions, and ram pressure stripping) processes that shape galaxy evolution. Understanding which of these 
primarily drive H I profile asymmetry is of particular interest. In the lead-up to SKA pathfinder and SKA H I emission surv e ys, 
hydrodynamical simulations have proved to be a useful resource for such studies. Here, we present the methodology behind, as 
well as first results, of ASymba: Asymmetries in H I of SIMBA galaxies, the first time this simulation suite has been used for this 
type of study. We generate mock observations of the H I content of these galaxies and calculate the profile asymmetries using 

three different methods. We find that M H I has the strongest correlation with all asymmetry measures, with weaker correlations 
also found with the number of mergers a galaxy has undergone, and gas and galaxy rotation. We also find good agreement with 

the xGASS sample, in which galaxies with highly asymmetric profiles tend to have lower H I gas fractions than galaxies with 

symmetric profiles, and additionally find the same holds in sSFR parameter space. For low H I mass galaxies, it is difficult to 

distinguish between asymmetric and symmetric galaxies, but this becomes achie v able in the high H I mass population. These 
results showcase the potential of ASymba and provide the groundwork for further studies, including comparison to upcoming 

large H I emission surv e ys. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: ISM – radio lines: galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he neutral hydrogen (H I ) gas in galaxy discs typically extends
urther than the stellar distribution and is more susceptible than
he stars to disturbance from environmental processes. In dense
nvironments, processes such as ram-pressure stripping (Gunn &
ott 1972 ), tidal interactions, and g alaxy–g alaxy interactions and
ergers can result in asymmetric morphologies in both the stellar

nd gas components of galaxies (e.g. Deg et al. 2020 ). Accretion
Sancisi et al. 2008 ) and outflows (Fraternali 2017 ) can also lead
o asymmetries in the H I distributions. These asymmetries can be
irectly observed in both the spatial (2D) and spectral (1D global
rofile) H I distributions. 
Early studies (Peterson & Shostak 1974 ; Tifft & Cocke 1988 ;

ichter & Sancisi 1994 ; Haynes et al. 1998 ; Matthe ws, v an Driel &
allagher 1998 ) focused on using H I global profiles to measure H I

symmetries due to the larger samples of single-dish data available
ompared to imaging data. This has continued to more recent studies
hat have used even larger samples from single-dish H I surveys such
s HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004 ), ALF ALF A (Haynes et al. 2018 ),
 E-mail: marcin@aapt.net.au (MG); nathan.deg@queensu.ca (ND) 

e  

2  

e  

Pub
nd xGASS (Catinella et al. 2018 ). At the same time, the increase
n H I imaging surv e ys has recently enabled the measurement of
D asymmetries, more in line with optical techniques (Holwerda
t al. 2011 ; Lelli, Verheijen & Fraternali 2014 ; Giese et al. 2016 ).
 I profile asymmetries have been found in isolated galaxy samples

Espada et al. 2011 ), to be relatively common in the field (Richter
 Sancisi 1994 ; Matthews et al. 1998 ), enhanced in close merger-

airs compared to isolated galaxies (Bok et al. 2019 ), and to depend
n local environmental density (Reynolds et al. 2020 ), implying
 range of different processes at work to create them. A recent
tudy by Zuo et al. ( 2022 ) found no obvious excess in asymmetry of
heir merger galaxy sample compared to a sample of non-merging
alaxies, underlining the variety of processes that must be giving
ise to profile asymmetries. Therefore, studying H I asymmetries in
ifferent galaxy samples in different environments should help to
hed light on the physical processes driving galaxy evolution. 

The SKA pathfinder telescopes will present us with deeper, more
ensitive H I observations, in which the asymmetry of H I global
rofiles can also be studied. Ongoing large H I surv e ys, such as the
idefield ASKAP L-band Le gac y All-sk y Blind surveY (Koribalski

t al. 2020 ) and the Deep Investigation of Neutral Gas Origins (Meyer
009 ) on the Australian SKA Pathfinder telescope (ASKAP; Deboer
t al. 2009 ), as well as the MeerKAT International GHz Tiered
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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xtragalactic Exploration H I surv e y (MIGHTEE-HI; Jarvis et al. 
016 ; Maddox et al. 2021 ) and Looking At the Distant Universe
ith the MeerKAT Array (LADUMA; Blyth et al. 2016 ) surv e y on

he MeerKAT radio telescope (Jonas & MeerKAT Team 2016 ) will 
robe large cosmic volumes o v er a range of redshifts, observing many
housands of galaxy H I global profiles enabling redshift evolution 
tudies of asymmetry. The majority of detections, particularly at 
igher redshifts, will be spatially unresolved although the H I spectra 
ill be available. Therefore, it is important to consider what we can
se with the global H I profiles alone. 
These surv e ys are in the preliminary stages and are years away

rom completion. Ho we v er, cosmological simulations can pro vide 
nsights into the underlying physical processes leading to the ob- 
erved properties of galaxies. Unlike existing observational samples, 
e can greatly extend sample sizes of spatially resolved galaxies (in

he thousands), which can hence o v ercome an y biases towards gas-
ich observations. The ability to easily access galaxy properties that 
equire multiwavelength studies in reality, and accurate environmen- 
al information, enables us both to compare to existing, less sensitive 
tudies, and to make predictions for upcoming surv e ys. 

There are many different processes that can disturb the H I 

istribution of a galaxy, and determining which of these processes 
end to dominate or drive asymmetry is of particular interest. Recently 

atts et al. ( 2020b ) generated mock profiles from the IllustrisTNG
imulation (Weinberger et al. 2017 ; Pillepich et al. 2018 ) and found
hat TNG100 galaxies typically have H I profiles that are not fully
ymmetric, and that satellite galaxies are more asymmetric than 
entrals. The effect is primarily driven by the satellite population 
ithin a virial radius of massive haloes, typical of medium and 

arge galaxy groups. This demonstrates the importance of deeper 
 I emission surv e y studies with SKA pathfinder telescopes already
nderw ay. Another k ey finding of Watts et al. ( 2020b ) is that
symmetries are not driven solely by environment, but also multiple 
hysical processes. 
Manuwal et al. ( 2022 ) examined profile asymmetries in the EAGLE

imulation (Crain et al. 2015 ; Schaye et al. 2015 ; McAlpine et al.
016 ). They used a variety of methods to quantify the asymmetries
nd found, like Watts et al. ( 2020b ), that satellite galaxies tend
o be more asymmetric than central galaxies. This difference was 
ttributed to ram-pressure and tidal stripping and not to satellite–
atellite interactions. They did not find a significant difference in 
symmetries as a function of stellar mass, but rather that, for a given
tellar mass, galaxies with symmetric H I profiles are more gas rich
nd show a different trend in specific star formation rate (sSFR)
ersus stellar mass compared to asymmetric galaxies. For centrals, 
hey also found that asymmetric profiles tend to be found in younger,
ess-relaxed haloes. And, for a given halo-mass, asymmetric galaxies 
ost a larger number of subhaloes and show larger degrees of gas
ccretion as well as outflows. 

Bilimogga et al. ( 2022 ) also recently used mock galaxies from
AGLE to investigate how measured H I asymmetries depend on 
 arious observ ational constraints such as resolution, signal to noise, 
nd the column density of the observations. They determined limits 
or these variables that result in reliable measurements for both 2D 

nd global profile asymmetries. 
In this work, we present the first results of 1D asymmetry 

tudies in a different sample of simulated galaxies, from the SIMBA 

imulation suite (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ). SIMBA has been shown to replicate
bservations of cold gas in galaxies well (Dav ́e et al. 2020 ). One
xample of this is the fa v ourable comparison between SIMBA and
LF ALF A (Haynes et al. 2018 ), relative to EAGLE and IllustrisTNG,

or the H I mass function (see fig. 3 of Dav ́e et al. 2020 ). This paper
arks the first of many planned in this new project, henceforth named
Symmetries in H I of SIMBA galaxies (ASymba). In Section 2 , we

ntroduce our sample, our method of generating mock H I cubes, and
heir corresponding profiles. Section 2.3 contains our definitions of 
ifferent velocity profile asymmetries. In Section 4 , we then discuss
eneral trends found for our SIMBA galaxies, and in Section 5 , we
ompare our sample to an observational study of H I asymmetry.
inally in Section 6 we summarize our findings and discuss upcoming 
orks for ASymba. 

 SIMULATIONS,  H  I CUBES,  A N D  SPECTRA  

.1 SIMBA 

he SIMBA simulation suite (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ) is a cosmological
ydrodynamic simulation based upon the GIZMO code (Hopkins 
015 ), which itself is an offshoot of GADGET-3 (Springel 2005 ).
IZMO uses a meshless finite mass hydrodynamics solver that is 
hown to have advantageous features o v er smoothed particle hydro-
ynamics and Cartesian mesh codes, such as the ability to evolve
quilibrium discs for many dynamical times without numerical 
ragmentation (Hopkins 2015 ). We direct the reader to Dav ́e et al.
 2019 ) for further details on the SIMBA simulation suite. 

For this study, we adopt the (50 h 

−1 Mpc ) 3 periodic volume,
ith 512 3 dark matter particles and 512 3 gas elements with full

IMBA feedback mechanisms implemented; the impact of variants 
n feedback models on asymmetry measures that are only available 
ith this sized snapshot in SIMBA will be explored in separate studies.
he assumed cosmology is concordant with Planck Collaboration 
III ( 2016 ): �M 

= 0.3, �� 

= 0.7, �b = 0.048, H 0 = 68 km s −1 

pch −1 , σ 8 = 0.82, and n s = 0.97. This yields a mass resolution
f 9 . 6 × 10 7 M � for dark matter particles and 1 . 82 × 10 7 M � for
as elements. Adaptiv e gravitational como ving softening length is 
mployed with a minimum εmin = 0 . 5 h 

−1 c kpc. 
Only the redshift z = 0 snapshot is considered in this analysis.

alaxies were identified via a 6-D friends of friends (FOF) algorithm,
nd their corresponding haloes identified via a 3-D FOF algorithm. 
alaxies and haloes were cross-matched and their properties com- 
uted using CAESAR , 1 a particle-based extension to YT (Turk et al.
011 ). H I is associated with each galaxy by summing the H I content
ravitationally bound to that galaxy, from all gas particles within its
espective halo. We note that the H I fraction in each gas particle is
omputed in SIMBA , accounting for self-shielding on the fly, based
n the prescription in Rahmati et al. ( 2013 ), and includes photo-
onization from a spatially uniform ionizing background given by 
aardt & Madau ( 2012 ). 
We set a minimum stellar mass limit of M ∗ > 5.8 × 10 8 M �

the galaxy stellar mass resolution limit for the SIMBA simulations 
onsidered here; Dav ́e et al. 2019 ), and require an H I mass of
 H I > 1 × 10 7 M �, as we would not otherwise be able to construct

n H I cube for this analysis for galaxies lacking in cold neutral atomic
ydrogen. We present the sSFR- M ∗ and H I mass fraction–M ∗ scaling
elation for our sample in Fig. 1 . This plot purposefully mimics that
f fig. 2 of Watts et al. ( 2021 ) by including the xGASS star-forming
ain sequence (SFMS) relation and other lines, to better illustrate 
 subsample we construct and compare to the Watts et al. ( 2021 )
tudy of the xGASS sample in Section 5 . We note that structure
n the figure is attributed to the seeding of black holes in SIMBA
MNRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Scaling relations and property distributions of our SIMBA sample. 
Top: sSFR as a function of stellar mass. We give the xGASS SFMS and the 
SFMS-1.5 σ relations (red solid and dashed lines) used to define a subsample 
in Section 5 . We also give the running median of the SIMBA SFMS, its linear 
fit (black solid line), and SFMS-1.5 σ relation (solid green line). 
Bottom: the H I mass fraction scaling relation. The red line in this panel 
corresponds to a constant log( M H I /M �) = 9.4, as shown in fig. 2 of Watts 
et al. ( 2021 ) and considered in mass cuts in Section 5 . 
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t log( M ∗) ∼ 9.5 M �, which results in abrupt transitions in various
roperties; see Dav ́e et al. ( 2019 ) for further details. 
Mergers are also identified via tracking progenitors of galaxies

cross 46 snapshots back to z = 1, via finding the two galaxies with
he most star particles in common with the descendant galaxy. Note
hat we consider all galaxies down to M ∗ = 2.9 × 10 8 M �, half the
ominal M ∗ resolution limit, which is the mass limit down to which
aesar identifies galaxies, so the smallest galaxies may not have a

ully representative merger count. 

.2 Spectral line cubes 

e generated H I cubes via MARTINI 2 in a similar manner to that
n Glowacki, Elson & Dav ́e ( 2021 ). MARTINI is a package for
reating synthetic resolved H I line observations – aka data cubes –
f smoothed particle hydrodynamical simulations of galaxies (Oman
t al. 2019 ). It is ideal as it allows for realistic mock observations
ith all the aforementioned specifications implemented. MARTINI

chieves this by taking the input SIMBA snapshot file and accompa-
ying CAESAR catalogue, which contains the galaxy and host halo
roperties including H I fraction values. 
With MARTINI , there are a few approaches possible to construct H I

pectral line cubes. Here, we outline our process for clarity: 

(i) We make a separate cube for every target galaxy in our
ample and we opt to mimic the fact that in real observations
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 

 https://github.com/kyleaoman/martini , version 1.5. 

d  

o  

c

pectral line cubes will inevitably include some contributions from
earby galaxies and the corresponding outer halo in addition to the
ontribution from the individual target galaxy. Therefore, all cubes
e create include all the H I flux in the specific sub-volume of the

imulation, irrespective of any satellites that may be present. We also
o not exclude mergers from our sample. We later apply a SoFiA 2
un on each cube to isolate sources as done in real observations; see
ection 2.3 for further details. 
(ii) A dynamic aperture is used, in which a larger box size and

umber of spectral line channels is used for more (H I ) massive
alaxies in our sample, and a smaller aperture as mass decreases.
ssentially, the aperture was adjusted and cubes remade to match

he extent of each galaxy determined from its corresponding H I

oment maps (intensity and velocity) in an iterative manner. In the
ine-of-sight direction, the aperture size in MARTINI is set to 100 kpc.

(iii) The initial spectral line cubes are constructed to mimic the
32k’ spectral line mode of MeerKAT ( ∼5.51 km s −1 ) to aid in future
omparisons with observations from the LADUMA and MIGHTEE-
 I surv e ys. 
e note that smoothing is done for some asymmetry measures; see

ection 2.3 . Cubes are convolved with a typical radio beam of ∼10
rcsec, with an assumed distance of 4 Mpc. Explicitly, BMAJ and
MIN, the major and minor axis of the radio beam, are set to 11.2
nd 9.8 arcsec, as per early L-band MeerKAT observations and data
roducts of LADUMA (pri v ate communication). A v ariable size of
elocity channels (50–200) were used for cubes to balance both
ube creation time in MARTINI and produce cubes containing all
 I emission associated with the galaxy. A temperature-dependent
aussian line profile is assumed. 
(iv) In order to measure the maximum asymmetry from the

pectral line, all galaxies were orientated to be edge-on to the observer
n their resulting spectral line cube, so that no inclination correction
s required. This is done through the use of the H I gas angular
omentum vector, and may rarely result in a missed orientation due

o extended gas structures. This is done in MARTINI by considering
he angular momentum of the inner 30 per cent of particles (by H I

ass) to define the plane of the disc. Naturally, this idealized edge-on
cenario is not the case with observations, but this does enable a more
irect comparison of asymmetries to intrinsic galaxy properties. 
(v) To obtain measurements as close to the ‘true’ asymmetry as

ossible, we do not simulate noise in the data cubes. This is another
spect to bear in mind in our analysis for the low H I mass end of
ur sample, although when comparing to results from observations
y Watts et al. ( 2021 ) in Section 5 , we include the same minimum
ass limits on our SIMBA sample. Despite the lack of noise added to

he mock observations, it is possible that particle ‘shot’ noise may
ffect the calculated profiles and thereby asymmetries. Watts et al.
 2020b ) examined this effect in ILLUSTRISTNG and found that ≥500
as cells per galaxy were required to minimize this type of noise. In
ur sample, only a handful of galaxies have ≤500 gas particles and
he lowest number of particles in an observation is 359. Thus, we do
ot expect particle ‘shot’ noise to strongly affect our analysis. 

.3 Mock profiles 

or ‘noiseless’ cubes, it is relatively straightforward to calculate a
ock profile. Ho we ver, as mentioned in Section 2.2 , the cubes may

ontain emission in addition to that from the target galaxy due to
as from nearby neighbours/satellites, accretion, etc. As would be
one for real observations to separate the target galaxy emission from
ther emission, we ran the SOFIA 2 (H I Source Finding Application)
ode (Westmeier et al. 2021 ) on each of the mock cubes. 

art/stac2684_f1.eps
https://github.com/kyleaoman/martini
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Figure 2. A sample set of galaxy maps and profiles. The left-most column shows the H I moment 0 map for the three selected galaxies and the middle column 
shows the same moment maps after applying the SOFIA mask to the cubes. The right-hand column shows the corresponding velocity profiles. The blue solid 
line is the unmasked profile and the red-dashed line is the masked profile. The vertical black line is the calculated v sys and the green lines show the edges of the 
profiles that are used in the asymmetry calculations. For galaxy 4718, the masking process removes the extra set of flux spikes located at v > 400 km s −1 . For 
galaxy 2322, the edges are found around the central spike associated with the bright centre in the moment maps and excludes the more diffuse gas. This means 
that the asymmetry calculations will only include the central flux. 
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Running SOFIA 2 on these mock cubes is non-trivial as the code
ssumes that the cubes have some noise to them. In our case, it
s not necessary to add realistic noise to the cubes, as the profiles
re constructed from the noiseless cubes. SOFIA 2 only requires 
hat random fluctuations are present in order to find and separate 
ifferent objects in the cube itself. The procedure we have adopted 
ere to produce ‘noisy’ cubes is: 

(i) calculate the total flux and number of cells in the noiseless
ubes; 

(ii) set a noise value σ = fF tot / n cells . The factor f determines the
elative strength of the noise. In practice, we found f = 15 provides
ood results in terms of separation and flux reco v ery; 
(iii) generate a noise-plus-signal cube using Gaussian random 

raws with width σ ; 
(iv) run SOFIA 2 on the noisy cube. If SOFIA 2 finds multiple

bjects inside the cube, select the object with the largest total flux; 
(v) apply the mask for the largest flux detection to the original
oiseless cube; 
(vi) construct a noiseless profile using the masked noiseless cube. 

hese noiseless profiles are used in all further analysis. 

The noise in the noise-plus-signal cubes is not beam smeared and
s not tied to any observational limit. The goal here is simply to
rovide SOFIA 2 a cube with a measurable amount of noise so that
t can separate out extraneous gas. 

Fig. 2 shows the effect of this process on some sample profiles.
hese particular samples have been selected to highlight different 
ituations that may arise when characterizing the profile as well as
he effect of masking. An examination of all three rows shows that the

asking does remo v e some gas associated with other galaxies, while
etaining most of the flux. In particular, the masking has remo v ed the
air of high velocity peaks in the second row. Many of our galaxies
re similar to the upper row, where the system is well behaved
MNRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
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nd the profile shows a clear double-horned profile. Ho we ver, just
s many galaxies show multiple peaks. This is due to the H I gas
otentially being confused due to ongoing mergers/accretion and the
as not being relaxed as in the second and third rows in Fig. 2 . As
oted in Section 2.1 , all observations, including these three galaxies,
re set to have edge-on inclinations using the angular momentum
f H I gas. Thus even in cases with unrelaxed gas, such as the
econd and third rows of Fig. 2 , where the Mom0 map does not
ppear edge-on, the profiles will co v er as man y v elocity channels as
ossible. 
Given the complicated nature of many of the profiles, great care
ust be taken when calculating the profile edges, v l and v h , and

ystemic velocity, v sys . While we could simply set v sys to the velocity
f the halo, we opted to follow a more observationally motivated
pproach. For this procedure, we: 

(i) generate a ‘smoothed’ profile using a Gaussian kernel (initially
hree channels wide, but can be made wider if necessary); 

(ii) use the smoothed profile to estimate the slope of the profile
t each velocity value. This smoothing step is necessary in order to
 v oid poor estimates of the profile slopes in the next step due to
hannel-by-channel fluctuations like some of those seen in Fig. 2 . 

(iii) use the location of the minimum and maximum profile slopes
s a first estimate of the profile edges, v l , e and v h , e ; 

(iv) use the estimated edges to estimate the systemic velocity via
 sys, e = ( v l , e + v h , e )/2; 

(v) use the smoothed profile to estimate if it has a single peak or
ultiple peaks; 
(vi) find the location of the singular peak or find the two peaks

n the ranges v l , e − v sys, e and v sys, e − v h , e using the unsmoothed
rofile; 
(vii) determine the measured edges, v l and v h , as the points where

ach F edge = 0.1 F peak for each peak independently, again using the
nsmoothed profile. This limit may occasionally select the central
ortion of a galaxy that has a large amount of diffuse gas around it.
n example of this is shown in the gal2322 panels in Fig. 2 . 
(viii) use the measured edges to obtain the correct value for v sys . 

If a profile contains a very narrow peak, it is possible that the
nitial edge estimation will be too narrow. Thus, if the initial width is
 15 channels, we attempt to increase the smoothing to first five and

hen seven channels. If this still fails, the profile is discarded from
he sample. Similarly, if the profile contains any empty channels
etween v l and v h , it is also discarded. These cuts remo v e a total
f 246 galaxies, and we are left with a sample of 4264 profiles.
his is broadly comparable to the sample size studied in Manuwal
t al. ( 2022 ) constructed from the EAGLE simulation and roughly
0 per cent of the sample size constructed from IllustrisTNG100
imulation used in Watts et al. ( 2020b ). 

 PROFILE  ASYMMETRIES  

stimating how asymmetric an H I velocity profile appears is a some-
hat old question that has been approached using both quantitative
ethods (Peterson & Shostak 1974 ; Haynes et al. 1998 ; Matthews

t al. 1998 ; Deg et al. 2020 ; Reynolds et al. 2020 ; Yu, Ho & Wang
020 ) and visual inspection (e.g. Richter & Sancisi 1994 ). The first
easurement of profile asymmetry is the profile lopsidedness or flux

atio, A of Peterson & Shostak ( 1974 ). There are a number of different
ersions of this quantity. For this work, we adopt 

 L = 

| F l − F h | 
F + F 

, (1) 
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 

l h 
here 

 l = 

∫ v sys 

v l 

F ( v ) dv , (2) 

nd 

 h = 

∫ v h 

v sys 

F ( v ) dv . (3) 

n advantage of equation ( 1 ) is that, in the absence of noise, 0 ≤
 L ≤ 1. And, while it is not a factor in this particular study, A L is
n integrated quantity making it relatively robust against noise in the
rofile. 
In the lopsidedness equation, one can replace v sys in the integral

ith an y v elocity in the profile. As noted in Deg et al. ( 2020 ), there
xists a ‘folding’ velocity such that A L ( v equal ) = 0. They used this
dea to introduce a ‘velocity offset’ asymmetry given by 

 vo = 

2 | v equal − v sys | 
w 

, (4) 

here w is the width of the profile. The factor of 2 sets the limits on
his quantity as 0 ≤ �v ≤ 1. Manuwal et al. ( 2022 ) used this same
tatistic in their study of the EAGLE simulation and noted that it is
imilar to, but slightly different from the flux-weighted mean velocity
sed in studies like Reynolds et al. ( 2020 ). Due to the similarity
etween v equal and the flux-weighted mean velocity, v fw , we have
pted to set 

 vo = 

2 | v fw − v sys | 
w 

, (5) 

or the rest of this study. 
A third method of quantifying the asymmetry of a velocity profile

s the channel-by-channel asymmetry A . This statistic, which was
ntroduced simultaneously by both Reynolds et al. ( 2020 ) and Deg
t al. ( 2020 ), calculates the asymmetry by looking at pairs of channels
n either side of some folding velocity. It is given by 

 v fold = 

∑ N 

i= 1 | F ( v l,i ) − F ( v h,i ) | δv ∑ N 

i= 1 ( F ( v l,i ) + F ( v h,i )) δv 
, (6) 

here v fold is the folding velocity, v l , i = v fold − i δv and v h , i = v fold +
 δv , δv is the channel width, F ( v) is the flux at a specific channel, and
 is the total number of channel pairs within the limits of the profile.
o be very clear, equation ( 6 ) is applicable at any velocity. Like A L ,
 will vary as a function of velocity, but unlike the lopsidedness,

he channel-by-channel minimum is not al w ays zero within a profile.
his raises the question of whether A should al w ays be calculated
t v fold = v sys or at the velocity that minimizes the asymmetry, v min .
n this work, we use the minimal asymmetry, A ( v min ) = A min , as
t a v oids uncertainties in the calculation of v sys propagating into
ncertainties in the channel-by-channel asymmetry. 

 G E N E R A L  T R E N D S  

he advantage of working with cosmological simulations in general,
nd with the SIMBA simulation in particular, is the ability to compare
ntrinsic properties of a galaxy to the measured asymmetry. Given
he range of physical processes that can give rise to morphological
nd dynamical asymmetries in galaxies, some of the properties that
ould be correlated with asymmetry are the mass (H I and stellar),
D distance to the nearest neighbour ( D nn ) where any galaxy, central,
r satellite, within the caesar catalogue is considered as a potential
eighbour, merger number up to z = 1, the number of dynamical
imes since the most recent merger ( T dyn ), H I gas fraction ( f H I =
 H I / M ∗), the sSFR, and the degree-of-rotation support, κ . This is



ASymba: H I profile asymmetries in SIMBA 1287 

Figure 3. The relationship between different asymmetry measurements and various SIMBA galaxy properties. The red, blue, and magenta lines are for the 
lopsidedness, A L , velocity offset, A vo , and the channel-by-channel asymmetry, A min . The blue and magenta points have been given a slight offset from the red 
points to impro v e readability. The v ertical error bars are the dispersion of each particular asymmetry statistic in the bins, while the coloured boxes show the 
uncertainty on the mean. The dashed vertical line in the κgas and κ tot panels (bottom row) separates the non-rotators from the rotators. 
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uantified as the fraction of kinetic energy ( K ) invested in ordered
otation ( κ) as rotation roughly traces morphology [low rotation 
 < 0.5) for irregular/elliptical galaxies and high rotation ( > 0.7) for
iscy galaxies, as defined in Sales et al. 2012 ]: 

= 

K rot 

K 

= 

1 

K 

∑ 1 

2 
m 

(
j z 

r 

)2 

, (7) 

here j z is the specific angular momentum perpendicular to the disc, 
 rot is kinetic energy in ordered rotation, and m is mass enclosed in

adius r . 
The calculation of the number of dynamical times since the most

ecent merger is done using a number of approximations. The redshift
ince the most recent merger is recorded for each galaxy in SIMBA ,
hich can be converted to time, t recent . Then the number of dynamical

imes since the most recent merger is simply: 

 dyn = 

t recent 

P 

, (8) 
here P is the period of the galaxy. The period can be approximated
y calculating R H I using the H I size–mass relation of Wang
t al. ( 2016 ), and calculating V H I using the velocity–mass relation
erived in Lewis ( 2019 ). Then the approximate period is simply
 = 2 πR H I /V H I . 
In order to investigate dependencies on these properties, we com- 

are the average asymmetry statistics, as well as their dispersions, to
any of these properties in Fig. 3 . We have chosen to plot the disper-

ions rather than the uncertainty in the mean asymmetries to highlight
he large range of asymmetry measurements in each bin. This is
een by the large asymmetry dispersion for every measurement. The 
ins themselves were chosen for each property to ensure adequate 
tatistics per bin and to probe the appropriate parameter space per
roperty. The large asymmetry dispersions are unsurprising given 
hat many different processes may generate asymmetric profiles, 
nd, as shown in Deg et al. ( 2020 ), strongly asymmetric galaxy
orphologies can still have symmetric profiles. This was also seen 

y Bilimogga et al. ( 2022 ) who found that the H I morphological (2D)
MNRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
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Figure 4. The correlations between the lopsidedness and channel-by-channel asymmetries (left-hand panel) and lopsidedness and A vo asymmetries (right). The 
colours show the number density of galaxies in the particular parameter space with blue being low and yellow being high. The white line shows the best-fitting 
relation between the statistics, the vertical red line shows the lopsidedness limit Lim A L = 0 . 12, and the horizontal magenta lines show the limits required to 
keep the ratio of asymmetric/symmetric galaxies constant for the other two statistics. In the right-hand panel, the best-fitting line appears slightly low. This is 
due to both the larger numbers of galaxies at low A L and A min as well as a diffuse population of galaxies with large A L and low A min . 
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symmetries and profile (1D) asymmetries of galaxies in the EAGLE

imulation (Crain et al. 2015 ; Schaye et al. 2015 ) were uncorrelated.
his also means that the correlations between galaxy properties and
symmetry statistics tend to be somewhat weak. 

In Fig. 3 , the channel-by-channel asymmetry (magenta lines),
 min , is systematically larger than all other statistics. This is

nsurprising as the profiles show significant confusion (as noted
n Section 2.3 ). A vo (blue line) is systematically lower than the
ther measures. Again, this is unsurprising as it takes a significant
mount of flux to generate large offsets between the systemic and
ux-weighted mean velocities. The lopsidedness (red), A L , lies in
etween the two other measurements. 

There are some possible trends in Fig. 3 , but the large asymmetry
ispersions make such trends difficult to identify. One method of
ighlighting trends in asymmetry is to look at the fraction of galaxies
ith asymmetry levels above some limit. That is, plotting f ( A >

im A ), where A is a particular statistic and Lim A is the limiting value
or that particular statistic. This is a fairly widespread practice when
xploring lopsidedness (Espada et al. 2011 ; Bok et al. 2019 ). For that
tatistic, a limit of Lim A L = 0 . 12 is equi v alent to A = 1.26 in the
ormulation used by Espada et al. ( 2011 ) and Bok et al. ( 2019 ). This
alue corresponds to the 2 σ deviation of the asymmetry distribution
f isolated galaxies in the sample of Espada et al. ( 2011 ) and has been
enerally used as a dividing line between symmetric and lopsided
rofiles. 
Fig. 3 shows that the average value of each of the asymmetry

tatistics is different. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use the
ame limit for each statistic. Ideally, we would derive limits for
ach statistic using a similar sample to Espada et al. ( 2011 ), but that
s beyond the scope of this paper. Alternatively, it is possible to use
he A L = 0.12 limit and to derive limits for A vo and A min for this
ample in two distinct ways. The first way is to do a linear fit to the
 L − A vo and A L − A min relations and find the value corresponding

o A L = 0.12. The second method is to find the value of A vo and
 min that keeps the ratio R = N ( A ≥ Lim A )/ N ( A < Lim A ) constant.

ig. 4 shows the correlations between the different statistics for
he full sample of galaxies. It is clear that the limits of the best-
tting line method and the ratio method are approximately the same.
or simplicity, all analysis using the fraction abo v e some limit will
se limits determined by the ratio method. That is, Lim A L = 0 . 12,
im A vo = 0 . 06, and Lim A min = 0 . 19 are used in this work. 
Armed with appropriate limits, it is possible to now examine the

raction of ‘asymmetric’ galaxies as determined by these limits. The
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
eneral trends for each are shown in Fig. 5 . The uncertainties for
he fractional analysis are the standard Poisson errors based on
he total number of galaxies in each bin. In order to quantitatively
etermine whether any of the trends are significant, the Spearman
ank coefficient and corresponding p -value are calculated for each
tatistic in each variable. The Spearman rank coefficient measures the
trength of any monotonic trends (Spearman 1904 ). It has limits of
1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, where 1 indicates an increase, 0 shows no relation, and
1 is a general decrease. The p -values measure the significance of the
pearman rank coefficient. We have adopted the standard definitions
here p < 0.01 is significant, 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05 is marginally

ignificant, and p ≥ 0.05 is not significant. For simplicity, we use the
CIPY (Virtanen et al. 2020 ) implementation of the Spearman rank
oefficient calculation. 

Examining the trends and Spearman rank coefficients seen
n Fig. 5 , the strongest relation with the lowest p -value is the
symmetry–M H I relation. The fraction of asymmetric galaxies, using
ll statistics, A L , A vo , and A min , decreases with increasing H I mass. 

The asymmetry–stellar mass relations show a somewhat similar
et of correlations ( ρ < 0), but they are much weaker than the
elationship with M H I . The high p -values indicate that the ρ values
re not significant; i.e. the data are consistent with there not being
 global relationship between asymmetry and stellar mass. Given
he strong M H I relationship and the lack of a global stellar mass
elationship, it is unsurprising that there is perhaps a weak trend in
he in the gas fraction panel. Ho we ver, the gas fraction p values do not
ndicate that such a trend is significant. None the less, in Section 5 ,
hen the H I mass is controlled, we see that there is a secondary

rend with gas fraction. 
There is no clear evidence for a trend with distance to nearest

eighbour. This is different to the results of Bok et al. ( 2019 ), where
hey found that isolated galaxies tended to have lower lopsidedness
alues on average compared to close pairs, while our results show
early constant asymmetries for separations up to 1 Mpc. There is
erhaps a small increasing trend in lopsidedness for D nn < 200 kpc,
ith a peak at ∼100 kpc for A vo and A L in Fig. 3 but the Spearman’s

ank test does not support a significant trend in Fig. 5 . Ho we ver,
iven that there are a variety of processes that could give rise to
symmetries and also that g alaxy–g alaxy interactions are only likely
o cause changes to galaxy morphology at relatively short distances
our first D nn bin is < 100 kpc), our result is perhaps not surprising.

e also compared the average asymmetry values for D nn < 100 kpc
nd D nn > 1 Mpc but there was no significant difference between

art/stac2684_f4.eps


ASymba: H I profile asymmetries in SIMBA 1289 

Figure 5. The fraction of galaxies having an asymmetry measurement abo v e the fiducial limits (as shown in Fig. 4 as A L ≥ 0.12, A vo ≥ 0.06, and A min ≥ 0 . 19) 
in each bin compared to the various SIMBA galaxy properties. The coloured lines and offsets in all panels and the dashed vertical lines in the bottom row of 
panels are as in Fig. 3 . The vertical error bars are the standard rms errors using the total number of galaxies in each bin. The Spearman rank coefficients and 
their associated p values are given in the legends. 
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hem. There are a few possible factors that could be contributing 
o washing out a possible trend. If the simulation catalogue does 
ot distinguish two galaxies that are in the process of merging as
eparate objects, then the resulting D nn will refer to the distance to a
hird neighbour, which could have a wide range of v alues. Ho we ver,
he merger object will likely have a high asymmetry, thereby inflating 
he average asymmetry at higher D nn . This is illustrated in the middle
anel of Fig. 2 for gal4718. This galaxy is listed as having a very
arge distance to nearest neighbour of D nn = 1.7 Mpc; ho we ver the H I

mage shows what is likely to be two systems merging and the shape
f the H I profile indicates the same. Another contributing factor 
o inflating the average asymmetry for larger D nn values could be 
ource confusion due to cubes containing H I emission from multiple 
eighbouring galaxies; similarly to real observations, nearby sources 
ill be included in the data cubes depending on the size specifications
sed in cube generation. This situation is illustrated in the last row of
ig. 2 where the catalogue gal2322 is listed with a distance to nearest
eighbour of D nn = 0.7 Mpc but the neighbour is clearly seen in the
 I image and as confusion in the H I profile. In this particular case,
ur methods successfully disentangled the two profiles, but this is not
l w ays possible. This will occur in real observational data as well. 

In Figs 3 and 5 , there does not appear to be a strong correlation
etween the sSFR and the asymmetry. Ho we ver, as with the gas
raction, in Section 5 , where the H I mass is accounted for, a
econdary trend with sSFR appears. 

There may also be a weak correlation with rotation. Both the
as rotation and total rotation suggest that rotating galaxies tend 
o be more symmetric than non-rotating galaxies. Moreo v er, there
s an apparent peak in the asymmetry for κgas ≈ 0.5, and all the
symmetry measurements decrease for κ tot ≥ 0.5. This is particularly 
nteresting as that is roughly the dividing line between rotators and
ressure-supported systems. Table 1 quantifies the trends in the 
ressure-supported ( κ < 0.5) and rotating ( κ ≥ 0.5) systems using the
pearman rank coefficients for the fraction of symmetric galaxies (as 

s done in Fig. 5 ) for the entire population. These quantifications show
hat the trends are generally strongest for the κ tot ≥ 0.5 population. 
n other words, intermediate objects ( κ ∼ 0.5) have systematically 
arger asymmetries than rotating objects. One possible reason for 
MNRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
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Table 1. The Spearman rank coefficients for the pressure-supported 
population κ < 0.5 and rotation-supported population κ ≥ 0.5. 

κgas < 0.5 κgas ≥ 0.5 

A L ρ = 0.8, p = 0.2 ρ = −0.8, p = 0.2 
A vo ρ = 0.8, p = 0.2 ρ = −1.0, p < 10 −4 

A min ρ = 1.0, p < 10 −4 ρ = −0.8, p = 0.2 

κ tot < 0.5 κ tot ≥ 0.5 
A L ρ = 0.4, p = 0.6 ρ = 1.0, p < 10 −4 

A vo ρ = −0.4, p = 0.6 ρ = 0.8, p = 0.2 
A min ρ = −0.8, p = 0.2 ρ = 1.0, p = 10 −4 
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his rotation trend is that intermediate objects may have undergone
ome sort of interaction to mo v e them from pressure-supported or
otation-supported. Ho we ver, there may be other drivers of this trend,
ncluded total mass, gas fraction, etc. Fully exploring this trend will
e the subject of future work. 
There is no clear correlation between the asymmetry and the

umber of dynamical times since the most recent merger, except
ossibly for T dyn ≤ 1. Ho we ver, as there are only a few objects that
ave their most recent merger within this time frame, it is difficult
o draw a quantitative conclusion in the low-time limit. The roughly
onstant asymmetry when mergers have occurred longer ago than
wo dynamical times suggests that other drivers of asymmetry may
e limiting the ability of the galaxy to settle back into a symmetric
orphology. 
Finally, there does appear to be some correlation with the number

f mergers. While the p values are generally not quite as small as
hose seen for the M H I relation, this is driven mostly by the down-
urn in the asymmetry measurement at N merge = 0. As with the M H I 

elation, the asymmetry generally decreases as a function of the
umber of mergers. The merger relation is likely another version of
he M H I relation as the galaxies with the most gas mass typically
ave undergone the largest number of mergers. 
In order to explore the trend with mergers in greater detail, the

alaxies that have undergone a merger within z ≤ 1 are separated
rom those that have not in Fig. 6 . The panels show the relationship
etween the profile asymmetries and M H I , M ∗, f H I , and D nn for
oth unmerged (solid lines) and merged (dashed lines) galaxies.
alaxies that remain unmerged show stronger trends with A L and
 vo than those that have undergone a merger. While somewhat
ounter-intuiti ve, this result sho ws the ef fect of mergers on profile
symmetries. They wash out the H I mass dependence. Separating
nto merged and unmerged samples results in different trends in
verage asymmetry versus D nn . The hint of an increase in asymmetry
round D nn ∼ 100 kpc seen in Fig. 3 seems to be driven by the
nmerged galaxies as seen in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 6 . This is
ikely due to many of the nearby unmerged galaxies being affected
y tidal forces or being in the early process of merging, but not yet
ully merged. There is also an offset in the fractions of symmetric
alaxies between the merged and unmerged samples for lower D nn 

alues, with the largest difference at around D nn ∼ 100 kpc, as shown
n the bottom-right panel of Fig. 6 . For larger distances to nearest
eighbour, the two samples tend towards similar fractions of ∼50
er cent. 

Given the H I mass dependence seen in Figs 3 –5 , it is also reason-
ble to divide the profiles into a low H I mass ( log ( M H I / M �) < 9 . 4)
ample and a high H I mass sample ( log ( M H I / M �) > 9 . 4). This
articular mass limit is chosen based on the Watts et al. ( 2021 )
nalysis (which is discussed in much greater detail in Section 5 ). The
esulting asymmetry measures and symmetric/total galaxy ratios are
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
hown in Fig. 7 . The offset between the solid and dashed lines is a
eflection of the o v erall H I mass trend. For instance, the low M H I 

alaxies show a larger change in profile asymmetries with stellar
ass than high M H I galaxies. 
The high M H I (more gas rich) galaxies maintain relatively constant

symmetry values as a function of stellar mass. However, the low
 H I (g as-poor) g alaxies have higher asymmetries than their gas-rich

ounterparts at low-stellar masses and cross o v er to lower asymmetry
alues around log ( M ∗/M �) ∼ 10. Similarly, the high M H I galaxies
o not show a trend with the number of mergers, while the lower
 H I galaxies do show a trend according to their Spearman rank

alues. This suggests that repeated mergers tend to ‘smooth’ the
as distribution for lower mass galaxies, making it more symmetric.
ut, for higher M H I galaxies, the mergers have less of an effect on

he o v erall profile asymmetry. F or distance to nearest neighbour, the
symmetry values remain relatively constant for all D nn for both
ow and high M H I galaxies, except for at the shortest distances
 ∼100 kpc) where there might be a hint of different trends for the
wo samples. But, given the large dispersions, issues of confusion,
nd how that relates to the D nn measurement, it is difficult to make
ny firm conclusions about these trends. 

Finally, there does not appear to be a difference in the asymmetry
rends for low- and high-mass galaxies and the sSFR. 

 I M PAC T  O F  H  I MASS  F R AC T I O N  A N D  SSFR  

N  SYMMETRY  

e now focus on two specific galaxy properties, the H I gas fraction
nd sSFR, and how they relate to asymmetry, and draw inspiration
rom the findings of Watts et al. ( 2021 ). They demonstrated the
mportance of including gas-poor star-forming galaxies in their
nalysis of H I profile symmetry, where asymmetric galaxies were
ypically more gas-poor than symmetric galaxies at fixed stellar

ass, with no change in sSFR. Like our findings in Section 4 ,
hey also demonstrated that merger activity does not al w ays lead
o an asymmetric global H I spectrum. As we can easily obtain gas
ractions and sSFR for SIMBA g alaxies, we investig ate how well
ur sample compares to the Watts et al. ( 2021 ) study of ALF ALF A
Haynes et al. 2018 ) and xGASS (Catinella et al. 2018 ) samples.
his allows for an exploration of whether asymmetry can trigger or
nhance star formation. 

.1 2D distributions and statistics 

e begin by implementing a similar sample cut as Watts et al. ( 2021 )
o more directly compare to their findings. The same fits found by
anowiecki et al. ( 2020 ) for the xGASS SFMS were used to select
alaxies more star forming than 1.5 σ MS below the SFMS, to remo v e
alaxies that have undergone significant suppression of their SFR.
hat is, we select galaxies abo v e the dashed red line in the top panel of
ig. 1 , with stellar masses log( M ∗/M �) > 9. From this subsample, we
urther separate galaxies into three levels of symmetry based on the
opsidedness measure A L , which was also done by Watts et al. ( 2021 ):
ymmetric ( A L < 0.12; 1448 galaxies), asymmetric (0.12 < A L < 0.2;
32 galaxies), and very asymmetric ( A L > 0.2; 752 galaxies). We do
ot remo v e galaxies outside the stellar mass range of the xGASS
ample studied by Watts et al. ( 2021 ), although we note there are
o significant differences in our results if we implement such a cut.
e note that as shown in Fig. 1 , the SIMBA SFMS is higher than the

GASS SFMS. The following results do not change significantly for
 sample selected abo v e the SIMBA SFMS-1.5 σ cut (green solid line
f Fig. 1 ); such a sample includes more higher-stellar mass galaxies,
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Figure 6. The relationship between different asymmetry measurements and various SIMBA galaxy properties for galaxies that have undergone a merger at z < 

1 (solid lines) and those that have not (dotted lines). The subsamples have been offset along the x -axis for clarity. The left-hand column shows the asymmetry 
measurements, while the right-hand column shows the fraction abo v e the fiducial asymmetry limits. Colours and error bars in the left-hand panels are as in 
Fig. 3 , while the error bars in the right-hand panels are as in Fig. 5 . 
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Figure 7. The relationship between different asymmetry measurements and various SIMBA galaxy properties for log ( M H I ) < 9 . 4 (solid lines) and log ( M H I ) > 

9 . 4 (dotted lines). The subsamples have been offset along the x -axis for better clarity. The left-hand column shows the asymmetry measurements, while the 
right-hand column shows the fraction abo v e the fiducial asymmetry limits. Colours and error bars in the left-hand panels are as in Fig. 3 , while the error bars in 
the right-hand panels are as in Fig. 5 . 
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nd less lower-mass galaxies, relative to the xGASS-like sample used 
or the following results. 

Next, we perform a matched-galaxy offset analysis (see also 
llison, Catinella & Cortese 2018 ; Watts et al. 2020a ). We bin
ll galaxies by stellar mass, and match the asymmetric galaxies to 
ymmetric galaxies within the same bin. Care w as tak en to ensure at
east five symmetric galaxies occupy each bin. We note that unlike 

atts et al. ( 2021 ) we do not also match on signal-to-noise (S/N),
s we do not include noise in our SIMBA H I cubes. Watts et al.
 2021 ) stated that matching in S/N had no effect when analysing
heir ALF ALF A sample (1784 galaxies), which had a larger number
f sources than their xGASS sample (322 galaxies); our sample size 
s greater than these two samples combined, evident when comparing 
ig. 1 with fig. 2 of Watts et al. ( 2021 ). 
To study the H I mass fraction ( M H I / M ∗) and sSFR properties of

ur sample, we follow the definitions of Watts et al. ( 2021 ) of using
ffsets: 

f gas = log( M H I /M ∗) asym , sym 

− med[log( M H I /M ∗) sym , match ] (9) 

 sSFR = log(sSFR) asym , sym 

− med[log(sSFR) sym , match ] . (10) 

That is, we subtract the median of our symmetric galaxy sample, 
t a fixed M ∗ from both the symmetric and asymmetric populations. 
e highlight that our sample includes gas-poor galaxies, unlike the 
atts et al. ( 2021 ) ALF ALF A sample, and so we expect results to

esemble that of fig. 6 of Watts et al. ( 2021 ), which focused on their
GASS sample, albeit with a significantly larger sample size. 
In Fig. 8 , we show the � f gas –� sSFR parameter space for the SIMBA

ample for our three different subsamples divided in asymmetry 
alue. The dashed lines are set at 0 offsets in both parameters. Abo v e
nd right of the central panel are density-normalized distributions for 
ach parameter. We next present Fig. 9 , giving the high and low M H I 

alaxies found to be symmetric (top panel; 627 and 821 galaxies, 
espectively) and all asymmetric galaxies, strongly or otherwise 
bottom panel; 524 and 960). We use the same dividing mass limit as
efore to match Watts et al. ( 2021 ), which provides reasonably sized
amples with SIMBA . 

Accompanying these figures is Fig. 10 , where we give the cumula-
ive distributions for � f gas (left-hand side panels) and � sSFR (right-
and side). We took two-sample Kolmogoro v–Smirno v (KS) tests 
o determine whether two of these probability distributions differ, 
omparing either the symmetric sample to the asymmetric, very 
symmetric, and high/low-mass symmetric/asymmetric subsamples; 
r the high/low-mass symmetric and high/low-mass asymmetric 
ubsamples with each other (left-hand side of bottom row panels). 
he KS statistic and p-value for each of these are displayed on the
orresponding panels. In Table 2 , we list the populations described 
bo v e and summarize the trends for these populations discussed in
he following section. 

.2 Mass matters: reconciling differences in our subsamples 

irst we consider � f gas . The asymmetric and strongly asymmetric 
alaxies tend to have lower H I mass fractions, with this trend
ore evident for the latter population. While we cannot reject the 

ypothesis that symmetric and intermediate asymmetry galaxies are 
rawn from the same population, we can weakly reject it for the
ymmetric and strongly asymmetric galaxies at a p-value of 0.0386. 
his agrees with what is shown in fig. 6 of Watts et al. ( 2021 ), who

ound p = 0.03. Therefore, the SIMBA suite of simulations support
he finding that the asymmetric population have on average lower gas 
ractions (also evident in Fig. 6 for unmerged galaxies) and highlight
he importance of H I -sensitive studies. 

Watts et al. ( 2021 ) had found this trend to lower H I mass fractions
as further enhanced by the low H I mass asymmetric population, and

o we expect the converse to also hold for high H I mass asymmetric
alaxies. The bottom-left panel of Fig. 10 and the bottom panel
f Fig. 9 demonstrates a strong difference in the two populations.
gain, this matches our findings in general trends, and so is not

urprising that H I mass has an impact here. But before we get ahead
f ourselves, we should realize that this may also affect the symmetric
opulation − are they distinct from asymmetric galaxies at the low 

nd high H I mass end? Watts et al. ( 2021 ) did not consider it for the
ymmetric xGASS galaxies due to low sample size, so we explore it
ere. The top panel of Fig. 9 and middle-left panel of Fig. 10 shows
hat the same effect holds for the symmetric subsamples. 

Hence the follow-up question: are the low H I mass symmetric and
ow H I mass asymmetric galaxies drawn from the same population,
nd likewise for the high H I mass subsamples? Our cumulative
istributions and corresponding KS tests (bottom-left panel of 
ig. 10 ) suggest not for � f gas at the low H I mass end. The p-
alue of our KS two-population test is 0.0732 for the high-mass
ubsamples, and 0.4820 for low H I mass galaxies. Therefore, we
annot convincingly reject the null hypothesis that high H I mass
ymmetric and asymmetric galaxies are the same. It is evident that
 I mass and H I gas fraction are major factors for both populations,

specially at the low H I mass end. 
When comparing distributions and corresponding KS test results 

etween left-hand-side and right-hand-side panels, we often see 
ower KS statistics and higher p-values for � sSFR. The symmetric
nd intermediate asymmetric samples are indistinct, and only when 
e consider strongly asymmetric galaxies do we see a weak trend

o wards lo wer sSFRs emerge (p-value of 0.0643). There is still a clear
ifference between the high and low H I mass subsamples, which we
ote was not evident from the Watts et al. ( 2021 ) sample. There is a
lear (albeit weak) difference for the high H I mass symmetric and
symmetric populations ( p = 0.0177), but again indistinguishable at 
he low-mass end, where the dominating factor is the H I mass, not
hether the galaxy’s global profile is symmetric or not. 
As summarized in Table 2 , it is clear that the H I mass and H I

as fraction are major factors and drivers of galaxy growth and
volution. For this sample of SIMBA galaxies, only a weak difference
an be seen in the sSFR between high H I mass symmetric and
symmetric galaxies. Across the whole sample (no H I mass cuts),
nly the most asymmetric galaxies deviate weakly in H I gas fraction.
he importance of H I mass and H I gas fractions has already been
een to extend beyond asymmetry studies; for example, Hardwick 
t al. ( 2022 ) demonstrated for the xGASS sample that H I gas
raction remains the strongest correlated parameter with the scatter 
f the stellar mass versus specific angular momentum (Fall) relation. 
ancera Pi ̃ na et al. ( 2021 ) also found this dependency within a

eparate nearby disc galaxy sample. These observational findings 
ave also been supported within SIMBA galaxies, where H I accretion
istory has been hypothesized to be a dominant driver of scatter in
he Fall relation (Elson, Glowacki & Dav ́e, in preparation). 

Overall, we conclude that � f gas showcases distinct differences be- 
ween each of these subsamples, whereas � sSFR is only noticeably
iminished for the most asymmetric galaxies, of those which have not 
een completely quenched. It is important to consider the impact of
ass for the whole sample, since for both parameter spaces compared 

ere with the findings of Watts et al. ( 2021 ), the H I mass dominates
he trends, particularly for sSFR. Larger, and more sensitive, galaxy 
amples with upcoming SKA pathfinder H I emission surv e ys will
MNRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
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Figure 8. The � f gas –� sSFR parameter space for SIMBA galaxies. The central panel shows the location of galaxies in the parameter space, with symmetric 
(lopsidedness < 0.12) galaxies in grey, strongly asymmetric (lopsidedness > 0.2) in blue, and intermediate asymmetric galaxies in red. The corresponding 
histograms in each parameter space are given in the same colour scheme. The plot layout is akin to fig. 4 of Watts et al. ( 2021 ). 
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elp add statistics and enable a direct comparison to our SIMBA

ample, and extend to higher redshifts. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have laid the groundwork for the beginning of ASymba, a
tudy of galaxy asymmetries for the SIMBA hydrodynamical suite.
e constructed a sample of simulated H I cubes through MARTINI

nd their corresponding 1D global profiles, matched to expectations
nd early science products from the MeerKAT H I emission surv e ys,
ADUMA and MIGHTEE-HI. From these, we considered their host-
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
alaxy properties with their asymmetry measures (lopsidedness, A L ,
elocity offset, A vo , and the channel-by-channel asymmetry, A min ). 

When comparing asymmetries to particular galaxy properties (gas
ass, stellar mass, etc.), we al w ays find large dispersions for each

symmetry statistic in each property bin. This is likely due to the
arge number of drivers of asymmetry, as well as the variations
n profile asymmetry with line of sight. By keeping the ratio of
symmetric’/‘asymmetric’ galaxies, the same for the total population,
e arrive at new limits of Lim A vo = 0 . 06 and Lim A min = 0 . 19 for this

ample, which allowed us to explore the trends in greater detail across
he different asymmetry measures. 

art/stac2684_f8.eps
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Figure 9. The � f gas –� sSFR parameter space for SIMBA galaxies, as in Fig. 8 , but now comparing the high and low M H I galaxies (red and blue, respectively) 
for symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom) galaxies. The grey points in the bottom panel are the symmetric galaxies from the top panel. 
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Figure 10. Cumulative histograms for the samples presented in Figs 8 and 9 . Left-sided panels give the distributions for the � f gas parameter, and right for 
� sSFR. The two-sample KS statistics and corresponding p-values between the symmetric population (black) and asymmetric (red), strongly asymmetric (blue) 
distributions are given on their respective panels. In the bottom row panels, we also compare the asymmetric (solid) and symmetric (dashed) high H I mass (red) 
and low H I mass (blue) subsamples. We see stronger evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the distributions are the same for � f gas , and when M H I limits 
are considered. The low- and high-mass populations of symmetric and asymmetric galaxies cannot be rejected so readily, especially for the � sSFR parameter. 
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Examining the population as a whole, we find that the H I mass
as the strongest correlation with the profile asymmetries. There
re weaker correlations with stellar mass and the H I gas fraction
s well. In this analysis, we do not see a significant relationship
ith the nearest neighbour distance for the global distribution. This

ould be due to confusion of H I profiles due to flux from additional
alaxies contained in the source cubes as well as merging galaxies
ot being classified as separate objects in the simulation catalogue.
hen separating the sample into previously merged and unmerged
NRAS 517, 1282–1298 (2022) 
ubsamples, a difference in the symmetric fractions versus D nn can
e seen for low D nn values where the merged subsample has a
ower symmetric fraction (i.e. higher asymmetric fraction) than the
nmerged sample possibly indicating a role of mergers in driving
symmetries. 

When the populations are separated into mergers and non-mergers,
he H I mass dependence on asymmetries is more pronounced in the
on-merger population. When separated into low-mass and high-
ass populations, a similar result is seen. The low-mass galaxies

art/stac2684_f10.eps
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Table 2. Summary of the populations examined and trends found in Section 5 . 

Populations Trends 

Symmetric, intermediate asymmetry, and strongly asymmetric SIMBA 

galaxies (Fig. 8 , top row Fig. 10 ). 
Weak trend seen for strongly asymmetric galaxies to have lower H I mass 
fractions. Insignificant difference in � sSFR. In agreement with Watts et al. 
( 2021 ). 

Symmetric galaxies with high M H I , and symmetric galaxies with low M H I 

(top panel Fig. 9 , middle row Fig. 10 ). 
High M H I symmetric galaxies have high H I mass fractions and sSFR, and 
vice versa. 

All asymmetric galaxies with high M H I , and all asymmetric galaxies with 
low M H I (bottom panel Fig. 9 , bottom row Fig. 10 ). 

Similarly to abo v e, high M H I asymmetric galaxies have high H I mass 
fractions and sSFR, and vice versa. 

Symmetric galaxies with high M H I , and all asymmetric galaxies with high 
M H I (bottom row Fig. 10 , red solid and dashed lines). 

Weak trend seen in asymmetric high M H I galaxies having higher sSFR than 
symmetric high M H I galaxies. No significant trend seen in H I mass fraction. 

Symmetric galaxies with low M H I , and all asymmetric galaxies with low 

M H I (bottom row Fig. 10 , blue solid and dashed lines). 
No difference observed in f gas or sSFR for asymmetric/symmetric galaxies 
with low M H I . 
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how a strong trend with the number of mergers, while the high-
ass galaxies do not show any trend. This suggests that the relative

ffect of a merger is much greater on low-mass galaxies than on high-
ass galaxies. More interestingly, the decrease in A L , A vo , and A min 

ith the number of mergers in the low-mass population indicates 
hat repeated mergers in a short period tends to smooth out the gas
istribution more than a single merger. 
We compared our sample with the study of Watts et al. ( 2021 )

ho considered the importance of deep H I observations in dis-
o v ering trends between symmetric and asymmetric populations in 
tar-forming galaxies within the � f gas –� sSFR parameter space for
LF ALF A and xGASS. We find agreement with Watts et al. ( 2021 )

n that the asymmetric, and especially strongly asymmetric, galaxies 
ave lower H I mass fractions than symmetric galaxies, and even 
t high H I masses this weakly holds, where we see lower H I gas
ractions and sSFRs for asymmetric galaxies compared to symmetric 
alaxies. There is a large and obvious difference between the two 
opulations when separating between high and low H I masses for
ither symmetric or asymmetric galaxies. 

This work is merely the start of ASymba. There are multiple 
venues to extend this study, including an extension to 2D and 
D asymmetry measures (Deg et al., in preparation) and how 

hese compare to the 1D case. It is already clear that asymmetries
n different dimensions trace different aspects of galaxy growth 
equiring further investigation. The impact of other attributes, such 
s different classes of galaxy merger events, can be explored across
ll asymmetry measures described here and in higher dimensions. 

ASymba, alongside studies of H I properties in SIMBA and other 
ydrodynamical simulations, will test our assumed galaxy models 
nd enable direct comparison with the upcoming observational 
urv e ys that will greatly advance previous work, both in sample
ize and sensitivity, into the SKA era. 
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